TRIBAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Cultural Resources
Management Department

About Our Department

What You’ll Learn

The Cultural Resources Management Department’s (CRM) main

An internship with the Cultural Resources Management

purpose is to assist the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians in

Department will provide you an opportunity to learn more

their efforts to preserve, protect, and promote the Tribe’s cultural

about your history and culture, as well as the many ways your

heritage.

government works to promote and protect it. During the
internship program, participants will:

CRM operates from two sites on the San Manuel Reservation –
the Service Center and Community Center – and is composed of

Develop an Understanding

five programs: landscape stewardship (regulatory consultation,

Understand the various CRM-related disciplines available for

archaeology, ethnobotany), ancestor/cultural material return

study, including the many career opportunities available within

and repatriation, collections management (Archive), digital data

this growing department. Get a look at the archive/collections

management, and cultural literacy/capacity-building. Although

management process, and learn how the Tribe uses archaeology

each plays its own role, all are necessary components in reaching

and the law as a tool to protect their resources.

the department’s overall mission.

Do Your Research
Some department highlights include assisting the Cultural Advisor

Get a preview of how to re-obtain the Tribe’s information

Working Group (CAWG) with their efforts to provide Tribal-led

from data repositories, like museums and universities, and

and accurate cultural/historical information for various public

conduct research in support of Tribally-led efforts. Develop

and Tribal-focused cultural literacy/interpretive projects; assist

an understanding of how vital these efforts are to effectively

the community in their efforts to protect important cultural

protecting resources across the landscape and increasing cultural

spaces across Serrano ancestral territory through the review of

literacy/capacity within the community.

proposed development projects and consultation with permitting
government agencies in charge; increase food sovereignty/

Protect Your Ancestral Lands

sufficiency and support traditional plant gathering efforts via

See how the department works with various partners to co-

the creation and preservation of plant habitats both on and

steward culturally important landscapes, as well as secure access

off the Reservation; and advocate for the repatriation/return

to or ownership of land that is culturally important to the Tribe,

and long-term preservation of ancestors, cultural objects, and

such as a Serrano Village in the Cajon Pass acquired by the Tribe

governmental/historical/cultural documents.

in 2019. Gain an awareness of the various ways the Tribe can
reconnect to their ancestral lands, and how different roles in CRM
assist in these efforts.

